
 
 

 Berlin Briefs: K5 Selling Bruce Willis’ 

‘Vice’; Tom Hiddleston To Topline ‘High 

Rise’  
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K5 International has boarded international sales on futuristic actioner Vice, starring Bruce Willis. K5 

Media Captial has also come aboard to finance with Emmett/Furla/Oasis Films. Shooting starts in 

Alabama next month on the movie that’s set in a resort where the rich live out their most perverse 

fantasies via synthetic humanoids. When one becomes self-aware and breaks out, she seeks her 

revenge. Willis plays the resort’s owner and Ambyr Childers is the renegade android. Thomas Jane 

has also joined the cast. Brian A. Miller is directing from a script by Andre Fabrizio and Jeremy 

Passmore. Randall Emmett, George Furla and Adam Goldworm are producers. K5’s Oliver Simon 

and Daniel Baur are exec producing with Grindstone Entertainment’s Barry Brooker and Stan 

Wertlieb. Lionsgate is releasing in the U.S. 

  

 
 Tom Hiddleston will play the lead in High-Rise, the upcoming film from producer Jeremy Thomas. 

Ben Wheatley (A Field In England) directs the picture that’s based on J.G. Ballard’s 1975 thriller. 

Amy Jump adapted the book that centers on a luxurious London residential tower so advanced, it’s a 

world apart. But things begin to degenerate and the tenants turn against one another. Hiddleston plays 

a young doctor seduced by the building who finds himself in the middle of mounting violence. 

Wheatley, whose other credits include Sightseers and Kill List, is currently at work on the new 

season of Doctor Who. He’ll shoot High-Rise this summer in the  

UK. Thomas is producing through Recorded Picture Company and HanWay Films is handling world 

sales. Hiddleston will next be seen in Guillermo del Toro’s Crimson Peak and is repped by Hamilton 

Hodell, WME, Authentic and Peikoff Mahan. 

Fabrizio and Passmore are represented by Paradigm and attorney Rob Szymanski. 


